SPG-India Organises, SEG Honorary Lecture “Looking into the Near Surface
Imaging Technologies and Results” by Internationally Renowned Geophysicist
Prof. Jie Zhang at Dehardun
Continuing with its endeavor to provide geoscientists a platform for knowledge sharing and
disseminating know how about latest advancements in technologies, particularly in the field of
geophysics, SPG- India organized SEG 2016 South & East Asia Honorary Lecturer program. Dr. Jie
Zhang, University of Science & Technology of China (USTC) delivered a very comprehensive talk
entitled “Looking Into the Near Surface Imaging Technologies and Results” on 28 April, 2016 at
Hotel Saffron Leaf, Dehradun. The Lecture was attended by large number of SPG Members.

Prof. Zhang, being welcomed by Sri M S Rana

Prof. Jie Zhang delivering his talk

The program started with the welcome of distinguished speaker, Dr. Jie Zhang by Shri M S Rana,
Joint Secretary, and Mr. R S Waraich, Treasurer, SPG-,India
Dr. Zhang in his presentation explain While exploration geophysicists are making tremendous efforts
to image the deep subsurface for hydrocarbon resources, the complex near surface structures often
impose significant challenges. Unlike the subsurface, the near surface structures vary from region to
region making it difficult to develop any benchmark model that represents common issues
worldwide. During the past 20 years, near surface imaging technologies have advanced from
refraction traveltime analysis and inversion to waveform inversion. The immediate benefit is to
resolve any complex velocity structure associated with low velocity hidden layers if such waveform
inversion is properly handled. However, inverting seismic waveform often suffers from cycleskipping due to poor starting model or missing of low frequency data. Jointly inverting traveltime,
waveform envelope and waveform data seems stabilizing the solutions. With more data utilized for
the near surface imaging, we are also able to infer anisotropic parameters, attenuation factors, and
both Vp and Vs with simplified assumptions. Since the cross-gradient approach was introduced in
2005, the simultaneous inversion of multiple types of geophysical data has also been applied in the
near surface imaging. That includes joint seismic, gravity and EM inversion for mapping seismic
velocity, density, and resistivity into a near surface structure with consistent geology. We
demonstrate the changes due to the progress of the imaging technology development and the
transition to much more data included for the near surface imaging by worldwide examples.

Prof Jie Zhang appropriately highlighted significance of Joint inversion approach in imaging near
surface geology.

Attentive Audience

Interaction with the participants

Dr. Zhang was highly interactive with the participants and the talk was well received by audience
with live interaction during the course of presentation. The lecture was liked by all the participants
and praised by one and all for its contents, simplicity & yet informative with thoughtful inputs
provided by Dr. Zhang.

Facilitation of the Speaker by Sri KM Shukla

SPG-India Executive Body with the speaker

Mr. K M Shukla, Secretary, SPG,India presented a memento to Dr. Zhang after the completion of
talk. The lecture was ended with vote of thanks by Dr. N.P.Singh, Executive Member, SPG, India.
Dr. Singh specially thanked SEG for providing an important platform of knowledge sharing regarding
latest techniques in Geoscience for SPG members.
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